
Increase company's 
performance by using 
production outsourcing 
option.

P ROD UCT I ON  OF  P LA ST I C  P ROD UCT S  I N  LAT V I A



«Great things in business are never 
done by one person. 

They are done by a team of people.»

- STEVE JOBS



If your company 
needs:

• Product design improvement

• 3D prototyping

• Mold making

• Production of plastic products

We are here to get to know each 

other and start cooperation!



The company started working in the field 

of plastic processing in 2012, bringing 

together specialists with more than 20 

years of experience in the production of 

products of various complexity from 

various thermoplastic materials. 



What we produce?

Product packaging - lids, containers, color boxes;

Construction goods - clamps, spacers, supports, pipe stoppers, 

ventilation elements, fasteners;

Agricultural goods - boxes for seedlings, pots, clamps;

Children's goods - toys, elements of playgrounds;

Technical products - equipment parts, filter housings, protective 

elements;

Water supply system fittings - quick connections and 

soldering;

Housings for various electrical equipment - for remote 

controls, wireless transmitters, etc.



How we produce?

THE PRINCIPLE OF INJECTION MOLDING 

OF PLASTIC PRODUCTS:

Injection molding is a production process using 
molds.

Thermoplastic material (plastic, polymers) is 
heated until it melts. Then it is pressed into a 
mold where it is cooled to form the intended 
product shape.

In the final stage, it is pushed out of the shape.

The whole process usually takes between 2 
seconds and 2 minutes.



Our works





Frequently asked questions:

How much does mold cost?
The cost of the mold is determined by various 
parameters, such as the complexity of the product 
design and the required production capacity.

The higher the production speed, the lower the price of 
the finished product, but the higher the price of the die 
itself. Prices from 4000 euros + VAT.

How long does it take to make a mold?
The average production time is 3 months. In some 
cases, simple molds take 1.5 months to make.
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